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Standards Mastery through Critical Thinking
Woven throughout ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System
are the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking. Each trait contributes
to the development of skillful thinking and an environment
that supports deeper learning. Students become more
effective critical thinkers and problem solvers when they
apply these traits. By integrating the 9 traits across the
curriculum, educators can build a school-wide thinking
culture that supports student growth and achievement.
Learn more at mentoringminds.com/traits

Examine
I use a variety of methods
to explore and to analyze.

Communicate

Collaborate

I use clear language to
express my ideas and to
share information.

I work with others to achieve
better outcomes.

Adapt

Inquire

I adjust my actions and
strategies to accomplish tasks.

I seek information t hat excites my
curiosity and inspires my learning.

Create

Strive

I use my knowledge and
imagination to express new
and innovative ideas.

I use effort and
determination to focus
on challenging tasks.

Link

Reflect

I apply knowledge
to reach new
understandings.

I review my thoughts
and experiences to
guide my actions.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Classroom
Resources
Support student mastery of the
TEKS and integrate critical
thinking into every lesson
with our classroom resources.

See our kids in action at thinkupadventures.com.
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CLASSROOM RESOURCES
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Engage Students

Infuse critical thinking skills into 100% TEKS-aligned
instruction for Math, ELAR, Science,
and Writing.

ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System is much
more than a dynamic curriculum—it’s a proven
instructional path built upon a foundation of
critical thinking. By fostering a culture of critical
thinking, ThinkUp! helps students and educators
understand problems, discover solutions, and
take ownership of their education.

REPORTING

Analyze
Growth

Get immediate data to
inform instruction, identify
next steps, and personalize
the learning experience
for students.

STANDARDS
MASTERY
THROUGH
CRITICAL THINKING
ASSESSMENTS

Measure
Performance

Identify learning gaps with assessments
that support technology-enhanced
items and a variety of delivery formats.

ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System offers
educators and students a path for continual growth
that leads to improved student achievement.
9

CURRICULUM

Empower teachers with personalized instructional
functionality—and improve educational outcomes for every
student. Our growing list of integration partners provide an
optimized digital experience for you and your students.

ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System simplifies delivering
high-quality instruction—in any learning environment.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Created to empower + enhance the learning experience

Our end-to-end solution is a comprehensive system for supporting student mastery
of content-specific TEKS, introducing and applying the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™,
and making data-informed decisions that improve teaching and learning.
• Model instruction live with our Math, ELAR, and Science curriculum and deepen
student engagement through rigorous, TEKS-aligned content
• Navigate from easy-to-use dashboards that put actionable information at your
fingertips
• Prepare your students for the format of STAAR with technology-enhanced items
• Share resources and assignments for students to complete on their own time
• Interact digitally with content for more effective instruction and learning with
highlight, underline, strikethrough, calculator, zoom, and text-to-speech capabilities
• Grade student assignments automatically
• Identify learning gaps with our Diagnostic Assessment Tool that assesses student
understanding of previous grade-level standards—and then recommends next
steps aligned to specific TEKS
• Evaluate student understanding prior to the lesson with built-in unit preassessments
• Accommodate learners by differentiating content from the five basic
unit components: Getting Started, Instruction, Assessment, Intervention,
and Extension

Educator-backed Support
Every campus is provided with a dedicated
Customer Success Manager, all former
educators, to guide you through implementation
and provide hands-on support.
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Call 844-452-4341 or visit us at mentoringminds.com
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ASSESSMENTS

Approachable yet sophisticated capabilities support
student learning and mastery of the TEKS. Increase the
power of instruction with data that enhances every step
in the learning journey.
Ready to look inside?
Schedule a walk-through to learn about
campus- and district-wide licenses.

Our TEKS-Aligned assessments identify individual student learning
gaps, more accurately guide instruction, and familiarize students with
the rigor and format of STAAR—including technology-enhanced items
(TEIs) throughout the platform.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Assess + address student learning gaps

• Included with ThinkUp!—All customers get pre- and post-assessments for every unit to
check for understanding before and after learning. Bundle and Digital-only customers
receive exclusive access to our Diagnostic Assessment Tool, a single comprehensive
test covering the prior grade-level standards.
• TEKS-Based Benchmark Assessments (add-on)—Rigorous assessments written by
our team of educators are available in print or digital formats
• Itematica (add-on)—Build and
customize your own assessments
with KDS or Certica technologyenhanced item banks powered
by our platform

ITEMATICA SUBJECT COVERAGE
ELAR | Grades K−12
Includes English I–IV

Social Studies |
Grades 3−12
Includes US History,
World History,
Economics, Geography
& US Government

Math | Grades K−12
Includes Algebra I & II,
Geometry & Statistics
Science | Grades 3−12
Includes Biology,
Chemistry & Physics
Feature availability and
item counts vary by state.

Trans-adapted
Spanish Grades K–12*


*Reading and Math items
for grades K–12; Science
items for grades 3–12.

Accommodates
any learning
environment
with multiple
delivery options
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REPORTING

Interactive reporting views enable administrators to filter,
review, and analyze performance trends across the district.

Create, manage, administer, and monitor data from
standards-aligned assignments and assessments.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Designed to guide + support instructional decisions

Our digital platform delivers immediate, actionable data to inform instruction,
identify suggested follow-up (either interventions or extensions), and
personalize the learning experience.
• One-touch reports to highlight specific needs and student groups
• Actionable data within the report provides next steps for teacher instruction

Ready to look inside?

• Favorite your most frequently used reports for quick access from the
home page

Schedule a walk-through to
learn about campus- and
district-wide licenses.

• Filter reporting results to highlight specific needs or student groups
• Export and print reports to PDF, Excel, or CSV
• Available to all stakeholders—administrators, teachers, and students
• Variety of prepopulated reports from standards reports to item analysis
• Access reports anywhere, anytime from our web-based platform

Provides
a snapshot of
student mastery
of standards
to discover
learning gaps
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Call 844-452-4341 or visit us at mentoringminds.com
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LEVELS 1–8 | LEVELS 1–5 (SPANISH)

ThinkUp! Math helps teachers deliver high-level TEKS-based instruction so that
students can develop the confidence they need to succeed!
• Engage and accommodate all learners with
ThinkUp! Math—available in print only, digital
only, and print + digital formats to facilitate
distance learning and provide instructional
flexibility.
• Rigorous, standards-aligned content embeds
critical thinking and problem-solving skills into
lessons, placing an emphasis on mathematical
processes as well as the final solution.
• Hands-on activities using manipulatives and
pictorial representations connect mathematics
to the everyday lives of students.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS Instruction through Critical Thinking

• Digital-Only or Bundle purchase includes
access to our new comprehensive K–12
platform that addresses every step in the
learning journey—bringing the ThinkUp!
Standards Mastery System fully into the digital
realm and weaving the 9 Traits of Critical
Thinking into every aspect of instruction.
See page 52 for details about
our Implementation Support!

• Vocabulary activities help students
develop math literacy and strengthen
communication skills.
• Instruction for 100% of the TEKS equips
teachers with in-depth knowledge of the
standards.

ThinkUp! Math addresses 100% of the TEKS and
integrates the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™
ThinkUp! Math supports students as they master content and thinking skills. Engage students
with this interactive curriculum that helps them build critical thinking skills and connect math
to the real world. It also unpacks and explains all the standards and gives teachers access to
proven instructional strategies for planning content-driven lessons, differentiating instruction,
and creating thinking-centered classrooms.

ThinkUp! Math
Maximize instruction with the Print + Digital Bundle.
Print or Digital Only
$19.95 ea
Print + Digital Bundle $24.95 ea

As low as

$

1295

per student

Buy more and save. Bulk rates apply based on the combined purchase by format.
A minimum order of 20 Student Editions/Seats per grade level for the applicable
school year is required. To learn more, call us at 844-311-2076.
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LEVELS 1–8 | LEVELS 1–5 (SPANISH)

UNIT 8

Getting Started
Represent Integer Operations with Concrete Models
(student pages 77–86)

Clarifying the TEKS

Review the following information to clarify the TEKS before planning instruction.
Reporting Category 2 Computations and Algebraic Relationships
The student will demonstrate an understanding of how to perform operations and represent algebraic
relationships.
Domain

Number and Operations

TEKS 6.3 The student applies mathematical process standards to represent addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division while solving problems and justifying solutions.
6.3(C)

Represent integer operations with concrete models and connect the actions with the models to standardized
algorithms. Supporting Standard

Teachers have instructional
flexibility to access comprehensive
lessons that meet the learning
needs of every student.

Students are guided step-by-step to TEKS concept mastery.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS Instruction through Critical Thinking
Offers a brief explanation of the unit concepts, as well as provides scaffolded
problems for students to practice and discuss the unit concepts.

Units organized by focus standard
include hundreds of engaging activities
and interventions to support instruction,
reinforcement, and re-teaching.

Mathematical Process TEKS Addressed in This Unit
6.1(A), 6.1(B), 6.1(D), 6.1(E), 6.1(G)

Grade 6

Students are introduced to the set of integers and integer operations in grade 6. This standard requires students to use models
including, but not limited to, number lines and two-color counters to represent integer operations. Students use the models to
connect the steps in the standard algorithm. Ample time should be given for exploration with concrete and pictorial models,
connecting the actions to standardized algorithms to build meaning before requiring focus on algorithms alone.

Common Errors or Misunderstandings

• Students learning algorithms before reaching a conceptual understanding of operations on integers will be more likely
to apply the “rules” incorrectly (i.e., two negatives make a positive applied to addition).

Teacher-to-Teacher Tips

To build accuracy and efficiency with the concepts in this unit, the teacher might incorporate the following activities into instruction.
• To aid in understanding operations with negative integers, the teacher uses opposite number terminology when
reading problems. For example, 2(–8) can be read two groups of negative 8, whereas –2(–8) is read the opposite of
two groups of negative eight.
• The teacher avoids moving too quickly to standard algorithms, especially for subtraction and operations with 2 negative
integers. Students need additional time and reinforcement with models to develop conceptual understanding with
these more difficult concepts.

10

Illegal to copy

Visit our Sample Library
See complete sample units for
every level and subject.
thinkup.fun/teks-samples
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LEVELS 3–8 | LEVELS 3–5 (SPANISH)

Explore the wonders of science! ThinkUp! Science equips students with critical
thinking skills and connects science to the real world.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS Instruction through Critical Thinking

• Units organized by focus standard, and include
hands-on investigations, engaging activities,
and interventions to support instruction,
reinforcement, and re-teaching.

• Digital-Only or Bundle purchase includes
access to our new comprehensive K–12
platform that addresses every step in the
learning journey—bringing the ThinkUp!
Standards Mastery System fully into the digital
• Rigorous, standards-aligned content embeds
realm and weaving the 9 Traits of Critical
critical thinking and reasoning skills into lessons,
Thinking into every aspect of instruction.
placing an emphasis on scientific processes as
well as science concepts.
See page 52 for details about
• Vocabulary activities help students develop
our Implementation Support!
science literacy and strengthen communication
skills.

 ands-on activities and investigations provide
• H
all students similar experiences and connects
science to the everyday lives of students.

ThinkUp! Science introduces the 9 Traits of Critical
Thinking™ that support students as they learn,
practice, and master TEKS concepts.

• 100% of the TEKS are addressed in grades 3–5,
and 8 and Supporting TEKS are addressed in
grades 6 and 7 and explained to equip teachers
with in-depth knowledge of the standards.

ThinkUp! Science provides an explanation of the unit focus TEKS and identifies essential
vocabulary. Students have an opportunity to learn and apply the unit focus TEKS with hands-on
investigations, and receive immediate feedback and support.

ThinkUp! Science
Maximize instruction with the Print + Digital Bundle.
Print or Digital Only
$19.95 ea
Print + Digital Bundle $24.95 ea

As low as

$

1295

per student

Buy more and save. Bulk rates apply based on the combined purchase by format.
A minimum order of 20 Student Editions/Seats per grade level for the applicable
school year is required. To learn more, call us at 844-311-2076.
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LEVELS 3–8 | LEVELS 3–5 (SPANISH)

Instruction
Concept Exploration (student edition page 153)

45–60 min

Tectonic Plate Boundaries

Evaluate student understanding throughout the activity as a formative assessment of learning.
Procedure
1. Instruct students to research the different types of plate boundaries. Have
students use labeled drawings to identify the types of plate boundaries and their
movements.
2. Instruct students to complete the discussion question.

Materials
Per Group
• Internet or library sources

3. Discuss the findings as a class.
Note: Preview Internet websites for appropriate content to ensure that each website meets the instructional goals of the lesson
and complies with district/school guidelines for acceptable use.
Possible Results: During research, students should identify credible sources to view illustrations and diagrams of divergent,
transform, and convergent plate boundaries.

Concept Development (student edition pages 154–155)

Teachers have print or digital
access to everything they need
before they begin each lesson.
The Teacher Edition Getting Started
component includes: clarifying the TEKS,
prerequisite standards, common errors
or misunderstanding, teacher tips, preassessment, TEKS learning targets, and
focus for the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™

Students can use print + digital formats to investigate the various
aspects of science as they’re learning to master science concepts.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS Instruction through Critical Thinking

STARR-formatted assessment items will familiarize your students with the rigor and
format of high-stakes assessments.

15 min

Have students complete the Concept Development activity. Examine the Concept, Apply the Concept, and Relate to the Process
Skills activities provide scaffolding to build mastery of the unit content.
• Examine the Concept – Discuss how analogies can be used as a comparison between two things (e.g., familiar and
unfamiliar) for explanation or clarification.
• Apply the Concept – Invite students to develop movements to describe the plate movements.
• Relate to the Process Skills – Read TEKS 8.3(D) statement with students.
Relate the impact of research on scientific thought and society, including the history of science and contributions of
scientists as related to the content.
Discuss the importance of scientific discoveries and how society has benefited from these advances in understanding.
Have students explain how a seismograph has changed scientists understanding of earthquakes and volcanoes, as well as
predicting possible natural disasters.

96

Illegal to copy

Visit our Sample Library
See complete sample units for
every level and subject.
thinkup.fun/teks-samples
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LEVELS 1–8 | LEVELS 1–5 (SPANISH)

ThinkUp! ELAR will make a difference in your classroom. It’s designed to build
students who are thinkers—not just test takers.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS Instruction through Critical Thinking

• Each unit includes Getting Started, Instruction,
Assessment, Intervention, and Extension
components that help teachers engage and
accommodate all learners.

• Digital-Only or Bundle purchase includes
access to our new comprehensive K–12
platform that addresses every step in the
learning journey—bringing the ThinkUp!
Standards Mastery System fully into the digital
• Teacher Edition units provide detailed
realm and weaving the 9 Traits of Critical
information about the unit focus TEKS
Thinking into every aspect of instruction.
concept(s) with clarification of the expectations
of the TEKS, essential vocabulary, and
instructional strategies.
See page 52 for details about
Student
Edition
units
provide
Reader
Tips
•
our Implementation Support!
that explain the unit focus TEKS concept(s),
including vocabulary, examples, and questions
to guide student thinking.

ThinkUp! ELAR embeds critical thinking and
delivers instruction for 100% of the ELAR TEKS.

• Student Edition units also feature new,
full-length, and grade-appropriate single
and paired texts that meet the genre
requirements of the TEKS and that engage
students in meaningful and authentic
reading experiences.

ThinkUp! ELAR supports a full instructional integration of all strands of the TEKS with an
emphasis on reading, writing, speaking, listening, and thinking. Each unit introduces the focus
TEKS and the critical thinking traits that support students as they master TEKS concepts.

ThinkUp! ELAR
Maximize instruction with the Print + Digital Bundle.
Print or Digital Only
$19.95 ea
Print + Digital Bundle $24.95 ea

As low as

$

1295

per student

Buy more and save. Bulk rates apply based on the combined purchase by format.
A minimum order of 20 Student Editions/Seats per grade level for the applicable
school year is required. To learn more, call us at 844-311-2076.
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LEVELS 1–8 | LEVELS 1–5 (SPANISH)

Getting Started
Pre-Assessment

15 min.

Assign the Pre-Assessment for Unit 20. Using the Think Aloud strategy, guide students in an item-specific discussion, considering
correct/incorrect responses and addressing misconceptions and common errors. Use the information to plan instruction.

TEKS Learning Target (student edition page 337 )

5 min.

Post and discuss the TEKS Learning Target so that students have a clear understanding of the intended outcome of the unit.
I will evaluate details read to determine key ideas.

Critical Thinking Traits Formative Assessment (student edition page 337)

10 min.

Read each trait statement and ask students to provide examples of experiences and situations in which they have used the traits.
Assess student understanding of each trait using the prompt and the suggested responses.
Examine – I use a variety of methods to explore and to analyze.
When you examine, you read details closely to help you understand the key ideas of the text.

Teachers will enjoy the benefits
of effective teaching tools and
instructional resources.
Includes supportive content: Clarifying
the TEKS, Lexile Measures of Unit
Texts, Coding (TEKS, DOK, RBT, ELPS),
Literature Connections, Skill-Based
Literature, Writing Rubrics, Glossary of
essential TEKS terms, Teacher Reflection,
Correlations to T-TESS.

Students learn, practice, and master ELAR concepts.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS Instruction through Critical Thinking
Students read multiple texts on the same topic, make meaningful connections, analyze
genre characteristics and craft as they apply the techniques to their own writing, and
respond to the texts in appropriate ways.

How might examining details in a text guide you to understanding the key ideas?
Answers may vary. Student responses might include that examining details in a text guides understanding of the
key ideas by focusing attention on what the author wants the reader to understand about the topic.
Link – I apply knowledge to reach new understandings.
When you link, you use your knowledge of how details support key ideas to develop your understanding of a
text.
As you are reading, how do you determine connections between the details and the key ideas in a text?
Answers may vary. Student responses might include that they determine connections between the details and the
key ideas in a text by thinking about which key idea is supported by each detail.
Collaborate – I work with others to achieve better outcomes. (Performance Task)
When you collaborate on a project, you share ideas, consider the ideas of others, and develop a plan to
complete the task together.
How might developing a plan help your group complete a project?
Answers may vary. Student responses might include that developing a plan helps the group complete a project by
clarifying each group member’s responsibilities.

280

Illegal to copy

Visit our Sample Library
See complete sample units for
every level and subject.
thinkup.fun/teks-samples
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LEVELS 4 & 7

ThinkUp! Writing addresses 100% of the Composition
TEKS and integrates the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS Instruction through Critical Thinking

Each unit includes activities that support the writing process, integrate the critical thinking skills
needed for successful writing, and provide effective instruction with focused practice to help
students master the revision, editing, and composition standards.
• Analysis and evaluation of model
compositions teaches students to
apply the writing process.
 ctivities provide authentic practice
• A
for composing original texts, revising,
and editing.
• 21 units organized by Composition,
Revising, and Editing TEKS including
Writer Tips, Try It Together!, Your Turn!,
and Reflection.

• Tool Section provides graphic organizers,
rubrics, prompts, and a glossary.

ThinkUp! Writing

To learn more, call 844-311-2076.

Available in Print Only.
Print
$19.95 ea

As low as

1295

$

per student
*Buy more and save. Bulk rates apply based on the
combined purchase by format. A minimum order of
20 Student Editions per grade level for the applicable school
year is required. To learn more, call us at 844-311-2076.

• Scoring rubrics coach students to
evaluate their own writing.

¡Escribir como Estrellas!
Engage bilingual students in the writing process.
Updated in 2020! High-interest passages and skill-based
activities address 100% of the Spanish Writing TEKS and
reflect the rigor of STAAR. ¡Escribir como Estrellas! is a flexible,
comprehensive Spanish-writing resource that features texts
that were created to reflect the culture and experiences of
Spanish-speaking students.

¡Escribir como Estrellas!
Available for Levels 3 & 4 in Print Only.
Print
$12.95 ea
*Buy more and save. Bulk rates apply based on the combined
purchase by format. A minimum order of 20 Student Editions
per grade level for the applicable school year is required.
To learn more, call us at 844-311-2076.
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As low as

$

1095

per student
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GRADES K–8 | GRADES K–5 (SPANISH)

Team ThinkUp! introduces the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ through the
lenses of core content areas.
• Suggested introductory activity
guides teachers to build background
knowledge before beginning the
Student Activity Book.
• Ideas for cross-curricular application help
teachers extend the 9 Traits of Critical
Thinking™ beyond the Student Activity
Book to support the core curriculum.
• Recommended concluding activity allows
students to reflect on traits and their
impact on learning.

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Bring Critical Thinking to Life!

• Kindergarten introduces the 9 traits in
the context of a fairy tale, folktale, or fable
using poetic form and colorful illustrations.
Oral language development and critical
thinking are enhanced using a Shared
Reading approach for early learners.
• In Grades 1–8, texts feature people,
animals, events, or literary characters to
model each trait.

Build a Successful Generation with Team ThinkUp!
Team ThinkUp! offers educators and students a common language for critical thinking
instruction at the classroom level. This focus is on making thinking visible. Team ThinkUp!
encourages students to self-assess their understanding and usage of the critical thinking
traits during learning.

Team ThinkUp!™ CLASS PACK
Class Pack includes 20 Student Activity Books,
one Teacher Guide, and one 9 Traits of Critical
Thinking™ Poster.

100

$

Class Pack

Special pricing available for school- or district-wide
purchases. Call for a quote.
Add on Team ThinkUp! 5-Pack for only $25. The 5-Pack
includes five Student Activity Books.

30
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Math | Science | Writing | Reading
LEVELS 1–8 | LEVELS 2–5 (SPANISH)

Math Assessments

Reading Assessments

• Offer selected-response and griddable
item formats

• Offer reading selections from literary and
informational genres

• Provide clear and easy-to-read graphics,
tables, and graphs

 rovide practice with multiple-choice
• P
questions requiring comprehension and
analysis of text

• Present students with TEKS-aligned items

Science Assessments
• Offer selected-response and griddable
items (Level 8 only) question formats that
require students to evaluate, analyze, and
interpret data
 repare students to perform at the level of
• P
rigor required by STAAR

Writing Assessments
• Offer multiple-choice items that assess
the revising and editing TEKS and
include prompts for informational written
compositions.

Assessments
Available in Print and Digital* formats.
Print
$6.95 ea

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

TEKS-Based Assessments

As low as

95
4
per student
$

* Digital assessments are only available as an add-on to another
digital purchase (i.e. ThinkUp! digital or bundle, Itematica, etc.).
Buy more and save. Bulk rates apply based on the combined
purchase by format. A minimum order of 10 print editions per
grade level for the applicable school year is required. To learn
more, call us at 844-311-2076.

 rovide coding that includes TEKS, DOK,
• P
RBT, and ELPS

It’s all about student confidence. Expose students
to the rigor, format, and structure of STAAR.
• Multiple-choice question formats
incorporate the rigorous, multi-step
structure of STAAR.

• Answer Keys code each assessment
item to TEKS, STAAR Reporting
Categories (Math and Science),
DOK, and Bloom’s Original/Revised.

 orms A and B provide opportunities
• F
to monitor student performance and
• Chart Your Success tool allows
assess all STAAR Reporting Categories
students to monitor individual
(Math and Science), including Readiness
performance and set personal goals.
and Supporting TEKS.
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Educator
Resources
Our collection of awardwinning educator resources
that put research-based
strategies and best practices
right at your fingertips.

Critical Thinking in the Classroom:
A Practitioner’s Guide 38
ThinkUp! Foundations 40
TEKS Mastery Series 42
ThinkUp! Critical Thinking Student Wheels
and Teacher Guide 44
Critical Thinking Educator Wheel 45
DOK/RBT Wheel 46
SEL Wheel 47
Accommodations Wheel 47
ADD/ADHD Wheel 47
Multi-Tiered System of Supports Flip Chart 48
Master Instructional Strategies Flip Chart 48
T-TESS Flip Chart 49

See our kids in action at thinkupadventures.com.

EDUCATOR RESOURCES

Mentoring Minds Resource Library 36

Our most-loved content now available in an app!

CES

SOUR

E
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DUCA

E

PRINCIPAL • TEACHER | ELEMENTARY • SECONDARY

Mentoring Minds Resource Library

FREE 14-DAY TRIAL*
$2.99/mo. or $29.99/yr.
*One trial only per email address

You will have unprecedented access to best
practices, research-based strategies, and practical
ideas right at your fingertips:
• Standards Mastery
• Parent Engagement

$

99
29
Year

EDUCATOR RESOURCES

Explore an extensive
offering of our best-selling
educator resources right
from your smartphone.

• Vocabulary Cards
• Word Play Activities
• Social and Emotional Learning
• English Language Learners
The modules feature hundreds of ready-to-use
instructional activities + interventions/extensions,
and practical, proactive strategies + techniques.
Plus, print your own set of vocabulary cards with
our in-app print functionality!

36

Empower teachers
to deliver effective
instruction that results
in student mastery
while enhancing
critical thinking!

37

Critical Thinking in the Classroom

CES

SOUR

E
TOR R
DUCA

E

PRINCIPAL • TEACHER | ELEMENTARY • SECONDARY

See page 48 for Professional
Development opportunities.

Also available on Amazon!

“This product is ideal for
Professional Learning
Communities. It is a great
book study for educators
with immediate classroom
applications.”
–TEXAS EDUCATOR

— SANDRA L. LOVE, Ed.D.
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Scan code to
download a
free chapter!
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Critical Thinking
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EDUCATOR RESOURCES

A must-have book for every
educator!

“By designing
resources that support
educators and foster
skillful thinkers, it is
our hope that students
internalize, practice,
and apply critical
thinking throughout
their lives.”

viii

Lay the foundation for student
growth and achievement.
By teaching and modeling critical thinking skills in the context of content
instruction, we can help all students become active, hands-on learners—
learners who ask questions, collaborate with their classmates,
strive to master concepts, and reflect on ideas they
encounter.
This book provides a foundation for teaching critical
thinking in K–12 classrooms, including over 100 practical
tools and strategies to ensure effective implementation.
A variety of thinking frameworks and other research from
leading educational experts help to frame the practical ideas.

$24.95 ea.
SKU 1002600
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ThinkUp! Foundations Compact Flip Charts

CES

SOUR

E
TOR R
DUCA

E

PRINCIPAL • TEACHER | ELEMENTARY • SECONDARY

See page 48 for Professional
Development opportunities.

ELEMENTARY
Principal
Teacher

2003400
2003500

SECONDARY
Principal
Teacher

2003460
2003560

20
each*

$

*Special pricing
available for schoolor district-wide
purchases.

EDUCATOR RESOURCES

ThinkUp! Foundations
guides educators in
developing strong thinkers
for a lifetime of learning.

ThinkUp!™ Foundations

Build a school-wide culture based on the
9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™
Classroom and school culture shapes students’ development as thinkers and learners.
ThinkUp! Foundations guides educators as they create a thinking culture that promotes
student engagement, deeper understanding, and a lifetime of learning.
• Establish a common language
with the 9 Traits of Critical
Thinking™: Adapt, Examine, Create,
Communicate, Collaborate, Inquire,
Link, Reflect, and Strive.
• Integrate critical thinking across the
curriculum with suggested strategies
and activities.
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• Learn to identify and nurture the
9 traits as students practice them
in academic work and social
interactions.
• Foster teacher development, student
growth, and family engagement.
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ThinkUp! TEKS Mastery Series Flip Charts

CES

SOUR

E
TOR R
DUCA

E

PRINCIPAL • TEACHER | ELEMENTARY • SECONDARY

$2495

TEKS Mastery Series
2000710
2000720
2000730
2000740
2000750
2000760
2000770
2000780

ELAR*
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

2002110
2002120
2002130
2002140
2002150
2002160
2002170
2002180

See page 48 for Professional
Development opportunities.

SCIENCE†
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

each

2000810
2000820
2000830
2000840
2000850
2000860
2000870
2000880

*Features the new ELAR TEKS
†Features the Streamlined
Science TEKS
Bulk Pricing
Mix and Match Flip Charts:
1–10
$24.95 ea.
11–20
$23.95 ea.
21–30
$22.95 ea.
31+
$19.95 ea.

EDUCATOR RESOURCES

MATH
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

The ThinkUp! TEKS Mastery Series features all
the TEKS in subject-specific flip charts to help
you plan TEKS-focused instruction.
The TEKS Mastery Series from Mentoring Minds guides educators as they design and
execute instruction leading to student mastery of the Texas Essential Knowledge and
Skills for Mathematics, ELAR, and Science. TEKS Mastery Series flip charts include:
 rade-level and content-specific
• G
standards and other helpful
information in a teacher-friendly format
• Each specific standard unpacked on
an individual panel
• Additional components including
Glossary, Formative Assessments,
Critical Thinking Traits, and Critical
Thinking Frameworks (DOK, RBT, CRM)
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• Student outcomes for mastery of
the standard, common errors and
misconceptions, teacher-to-teacher
tips, critical thinking prompts,
vocabulary support, activities to build
student mastery, and assessments to
monitor student progress
• Valuable resources applicable for
teacher training, grade-level meetings,
and team meetings
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Critical Thinking and Instructional Support Wheels

CES

SOUR

E
TOR R
DUCA

E

PRINCIPAL • TEACHER | ELEMENTARY • SECONDARY

Weave critical thinking into lesson plans for all subjects
at all grade levels with this easy-to-use wheel.

$9.95 ea.
See page 43 for bulk pricing
English · SKU 30100 | Spanish · SKU 30108

EDUCATOR RESOURCES

The Critical Thinking Educator Wheel features questioning prompts based on Bloom’s Taxonomy and
other information to help teachers design dynamic lesson plans. It includes definitions, Power Words
for building quality lessons, and questioning prompts to stimulate thinking and spark discussion.

Help students develop and improve their
questioning and thinking skills.
The ThinkUp! Critical Thinking Student Wheels for levels 1–3, 4–5, and 6–12 offer quick-andeasy access to critical thinking stems based on Bloom’s Taxonomy. The wheels also feature the
9 Traits of Critical Thinking that when fully applied help students become active and productive
thinkers as they face challenges, solve problems, make decisions, and complete tasks.
The Teacher Guide helps educators deepen the impact of the student use of the wheels in
the classroom. The recommended guide contains strategies and activities teachers can use
to address Bloom’s Taxonomy, promote a thinking-centered environment, and cultivate the
nine traits that lead to skillful thinking.

ThinkUp! Critical Thinking Student Wheels and Teacher Guide
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STUDENT WHEEL
Level 1–3
Level 4–5
Level 6–12

$4.95
3130020
3130040
3130060

TEACHER GUIDE
Level 1–12

$14.95
1130000

CLASS PACK*
Level 1–3
Level 4–5
Level 6–12

$49.95
8130020
8130040
8130060

$4995
Class Pack*

*Class Pack includes 20 student
wheels and one Teacher Guide

See page 48 for Professional
Development opportunities.
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Critical Thinking and Instructional Support Wheels

CES

SOUR

E
TOR R
DUCA

E

PRINCIPAL • TEACHER | ELEMENTARY • SECONDARY

Inspire students to deeper understanding with our
award-winning DOK/RBT Wheel.
The DOK/RBT Wheel provides quick-and-easy access to two critical thinking models. With the four
levels of Depth of Knowledge (DOK) on one side and the six levels of Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
(RBT) on the other, teachers can quickly access prompts to help students process information at
different levels of thinking and address the cognitive demands of standards and assessments.

ThinkUp! SEL Wheel

$9.95 ea.

$9.95 ea.

See below for bulk pricing
SKU 30300

See right for bulk pricing
SKU 31100

EDUCATOR RESOURCES

Help learners with ADD/ADHD to be
viewed as positive learners and improve
interactions among their peers.

ThinkUp! Accommodations Wheel
Select and plan accommodations for struggling
students using this quick reference tool.

$9.95 ea.
See below for bulk pricing
SKU 30200

ThinkUp! ADD/ADHD Wheel
Help learners with ADD/ADHD to be
viewed as positive learners and improve
interactions among their peers.

$9.95 ea.
See below for bulk pricing
SKU 30300
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Mix & Match
and Save
EDUCATOR WHEELS
1–10
$9.95 ea.
11–20
$8.95 ea.
21+
$7.95 ea.
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Evidence-based strategies right at your fingertips

CES

SOUR

E
TOR R
DUCA

E

PRINCIPAL • TEACHER | ELEMENTARY • SECONDARY

Support student-centered classrooms with the
T-TESS Flip Chart.
$29.95 ea.

H

ER

HOIC
S’ C
E

SM

A

W
AC

ER

HOIC
S’ C
E

SM

A

D

TE

AR

D

TE

H

W

AR

AC

Bulk Pricing:
Buy 11–20 for $26.95 ea. • 21+ for $24.95 ea.
SKU 20900

FOR THE
CLASSROOM

FOR THE
CLASSROOM

E

I

A

E

AZ

R

NI

NG MAG
®

AZ

I

H

ER

HOIC
S’ C
E

SM

A

W

$24.95 ea.
See below for bulk pricing
SKU 23000

E
R

I

N

A

E

A multi-tiered system of supports for
preventing academic failure and addressing
behavioral concerns using a Response to
Intervention (RTI) framework.

FOR THE
CLASSROOM
L

Multi-Tiered System of Supports
(MTSS) Flip Chart

Master Instructional Strategies
Flip Chart

D

TE

AR

AC

®

E

NG MAG

L

NI

N

E

R

N

L

A

EDUCATOR RESOURCES

T-TESS rubric support guides instruction with Before, During, and After the Lesson
questioning prompts and ideas that drive continuous improvement.

NI

NG MAG
®

AZ

Hundreds of instructional strategies
from the major instructional schools of
thought that meet the diverse needs of
all learners.

$24.95 ea.
See below for bulk pricing
SKU 20400

Mix & Match
and Save
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FLIP CHARTS
1–10
$24.95 ea.
11–20
$23.95 ea.
21–30
$22.95 ea.
31+
$19.95 ea.

Contact us to schedule your customized
training. See page 48 for details
49

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Additional
Resources
See our kids in action at thinkupadventures.com.

Support & Training 50
ThinkUp! Studios 52
Funding Sources 54
Quote Request Form 56
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Hands-on Support & Training–for Educators by Educators
At Mentoring Minds, we believe that training teachers is the most important step for a successful
implementation. Our Customer Success team is ready to help you use your new resources to
their fullest potential!
Meet your Customer Success Team
Nikki Caballero
is our Director of Customer Success.
Her passion is providing educators
with valuable resources and support
to make their lives easier.

Zaida Williams
has over 25 years of experience
in education and has worked with
administrators, teachers, students, and
parents to ensure student success.

has a Master’s Degree in Elementary
Education and taught elementary
and middle school before managing
professional development systems.

Jessica McKenzie
is a former middle school teacher
with 9 years of customer success
experience in the ed tech field.

LaJoi Royston
is a former teacher with a passion for
people, dexterity for details, and flair
for finding creative solutions.

Bekah Bradberry
has experience in building trusted,
consultative relationships to help
ensure the success of the students
and educators she supports.
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Onsite Professional Development

Get connected with your campus’
dedicated Customer Success Manager.
They’re here to support you, and will reach
out with tips to coach you through the
implementation process.

We’ll help you choose the product(s) or topic(s)
that connect with your needs and build a
training plan to match the time that’s available.
Our trainers come to you—whether it’s for one
hour or all day—to cover the basic products and
routines PLUS implementation activities.

Online Support

Below are just a few examples of our
Professional Development offerings:

We offer free on-demand content and a
complimentary 1-hour product orientation
for ThinkUp! curricula and Itematica.

• Integrating ThinkUp!
• Critical Thinking Experience

• Your Customer Success Manager
will introduce the basic product
components and routines.
• These webinars are perfect for
PLCs or after school!

Our YouTube channel
provides on-demand
support when you
need it! Learn how
to successfully
implement our products
and understand the
foundational role critical
thinking plays in the
learning process.

Call 844-311-2076 for more info
about implementation support
Email your questions anytime to
training@mentoringminds.com
Find 24/7 help at
mentoringminds.com/support
Connect with us on social media

Join the Mentoring Minds
User Community on Facebook!

• Foundations for Thinking
• TEKS Mastery
• Team ThinkUp!
• Itematica/Online Assessments
• Depth of Knowledge

Chat with ThinkBot.
Interact with our small but mighty
communication assistant to get answers
tailored to your specific needs.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

David Finzimer

Dedicated Customer Success
Manager

Connect with us.
We’re here for you 24/7.
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Welcome to ThinkUp! Studios
A groundbreaking content
hub that shares the hows
and whys of critical thinking.
We know how busy educators’ lives can be. That’s why we’ve created ThinkUp! Studios. It’s
loaded with quick videos, resources, tips, and strategies to support your implementation of
ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System and the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™

SUPPORT & TRAINING

ThinkUp! Live
Learn from our educators and product development
experts about the impact of critical thinking instruction.
 ee ThinkUp! in action in real classrooms
• S
• Follow us to the best conferences
• Learn more about our line of products
• Discover innovative strategies to promote the
power of critical thinking

ThinkUp! Support
Subscribe to our YouTube channel to receive implementation support and
other great resources throughout the year. We have playlists for:
 hinkUp! Math Learning Modules
• T
• ThinkUp! Science Learning Modules
• ThinkUp! ELAR & Writing Learning Modules
• and more

Brandon and Veronica are best friends who use what they’ve
learned from ThinkUp! Standards Mastery System to make the
most of their adventures outside of the classroom.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Follow Brandon and Veronica in their
adventures as they apply critical
thinking to every learning experience.

Equipped with critical thinking skills, these two students take
ownership of their learning and are given the power to write
their own stories. Prepare students today for a lifetime of
success—and tomorrow they’ll change the world!
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Take your students on an adventure
with Brandon and Veronica!
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Funding Sources
All resources qualify for Title I funding.
FUNDING SOURCES

Grants
To LEA
TITLE I

English
Language
Acquisition
TITLE III

School
Improvement
TITLE V

Special
Education
IDEA
PART B

21st
Century
Community
Learning
Centers
TITLE IV

Supporting
Effective
Instruction
TITLE II
PART A

Instructional
Materials
Allotment
IMA

Preschool
Education
TITLE I

HEAD
START

EARLY
HEAD
START

CLASSROOM RESOURCES (in alphabetical order)
Itematica

•

•

•

•

•

•

¡Escribir como Estrellas!

•

•

•

•

•

•

Team ThinkUp! Student/Teacher

•

•

•

•

•

•

TEKS-Based Assessments

•

•

•

•

•

•

ThinkUp! ELAR Student/Teacher

•

•

•

•

•

•

ThinkUp! Math Student/Teacher

•

•

•

•

•

•

ThinkUp! Science Student/Teacher

•

•

•

•

•

•

ThinkUp! Writing Student/Teacher

•

•

•

•

•

•

New Title IV
Categories:
1. Well-rounded education:
(at least 20% of funding can be spent
here) Increasing student access to and
improving student engagement and
achievement courses.
• ThinkUp! (Digital & Bundle only)
• Mentoring Minds Resource Library
2. Safe and healthy students: (20%)
SEL, PBSS, Behavior, Bullying, etc.
• Mentoring Minds Resource Library
3. Technology: (no limit) - Increasing
student access to personalized,
rigorous learning experiences
supported by technology.
• ThinkUp! (Digital & Bundle only)
• Mentoring Minds Resource Library

EDUCATOR RESOURCES (in alphabetical order)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ADD/ADHD Wheel

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Critical Thinking in the Classroom:
A Practitioner’s Guide

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DOK/RBT Wheel

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Master Instructional Strategies
Flip Chart

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mentoring Minds Resource Library

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multi-Tiered System of Supports
Flip Chart

•

•

•

•

•

•

TEKS Mastery Flip Charts

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ThinkUp! Foundations

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ThinkUp! Critical Thinking Educator
Wheel

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ThinkUp! Critical Thinking Student
Wheels and Teacher Guide

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

T-TESS Flip Chart
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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•

•

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Accommodations Wheel

•
•
•
57

Quote Request Form

QUOTE REQUEST FORM

PRINT

Includes print Teacher Edition and Student Editions only

DIGITAL

Supports data-informed instruction and promotes student mastery of content

PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE

Provides instructional flexibility and delivers immediate, actionable data to
personalize learning experiences

Please enter the quantities you would like quoted
in the appropriate sections and we will prepare
a custom quote to ensure that you receive the
best savings possible. Completed forms can
be emailed to quotes@mentoringminds.com or
faxed to 1-800-838-8186. You can also call us
directly at 1-800-585-5258.

One Teacher Edition is
included with every 20
Student Editions purchased.
Special pricing available
for school- or district-wide
purchases. Contact your
Account Executive for
more information.

ThinkUp! Math
ENGLISH

LEVEL

Teacher
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

Student
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

SPANISH
Student
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

LEVEL
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

ENGLISH

Teacher
_____
_____
_____

CHOOSE FORMAT

Student
_____
_____
_____

Quote Contact:

As low as

1295

PRINT

per student

DIGITAL
PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE

Name

Teacher
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

Student
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

SPANISH

Email

All Teacher Editions are available in English only.

Student
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

LEVEL
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

ENGLISH

Teacher
_____
_____
_____

Need Delivery By

CHOOSE FORMAT

Student
_____
_____
_____

As low as

1295

$

PRINT

per student

DIGITAL

Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

Student
_____
_____
_____

SPANISH
Student
_____
_____
_____

Campus Information:

All Teacher Editions are available in English only.

LEVEL
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

ENGLISH

Teacher
_____
_____
_____

CHOOSE FORMAT

Student
_____
_____
_____

ThinkUp! Writing

As low as

Teacher
_____
_____

Level 4
Level 7

Student
_____
_____

Benchmark Assessments
MATH

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
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12

ENGLISH

LEVEL

95

$

per student

AVAILABLE
IN PRINT ONLY

LEVEL
Level 3
Level 4

Student
_____
_____

AVAILABLE
IN PRINT ONLY

Updated!

READING

ENGLISH
Print
Digital

SPANISH
Print
Digital

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____

ENGLISH
Print
Digital

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

SPANISH
Print
Digital

____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____

____
____
____

Print Only

4

$

95

per student

____

ThinkUp!
TEKS Mastery Series
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
* Features the new ELAR TEKS

MATH

ELAR*

SCIENCE†

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

$24.95

† Features the new Streamlined Science TEKS

Mentoring Minds Resource Library Mobile App

$29.99/yr

_____

ELEMENTARY

Teacher $20.00 _____

Principal $20.00

_____

District

SECONDARY

Teacher $20.00 _____

Principal $20.00

_____

Zip Code

Critical Thinking in the Classroom: A Practitioner’s Guide

$24.95

_____

ThinkUp! Critical Thinking Student Wheels & Teacher Guide | Class Pack*

Principal Email

Itematica [KDS] / Itematica [Certica]

WRITING
As low as

____
____
____
____
____
____

*Class Pack includes 20 Student Activity Books, one Teacher Guide and one 9 Traits of Critical Thinking
Poster. Spanish versions can be purchased in increments of 5. Special pricing available for school- or
district-wide purchases. Call for a quote.

ThinkUp! Foundations

All Mentoring Minds resources qualify
for Title I Funds. For a full list of funding
sources, visit mentoringminds.com/funding.

*Not part of ThinkUp!
Standards Mastery System

SCIENCE

5
6
7
8

Spanish*
_____

Levels 1–3

$49.95

_____

Levels 4–5

$49.95

_____

Levels 6–12

$49.95

_____

Critical Thinking Educator Wheel

$9.95

_____

DOK/RBT Wheel

$9.95

_____

Accommodations Wheel

$9.95

_____

ADD/ADHD Wheel

$9.95

_____

T-TESS Flip Chart

$29.95

_____

Multi-Tiered System of Supports Flip Chart

$24.95

_____

Master Instructional Strategies Flip Chart

$24.95

_____

*Class Pack includes 20 Student Wheels and 1 Teacher Guide.

Digital assessments are only available as an add-on to another
digital purchase (i.e. ThinkUp! digital or bundle, Itematica, etc.).

SPANISH
Print
Digital

____
____
____
____

SPANISH

Teacher
_____
_____

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

English
_____
_____
_____
_____

School

Principal

¡Escribir como Estrellas!*

ENGLISH
Print
Digital

____
____
____
____
____
____
____

As low as

PRINT
$1295
per student
DIGITAL
PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE

All Teacher Editions are available in English only.

K
1
2
3
4

Spanish*
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

ENGLISH

Teacher
_____
_____
_____

Implementation Year

PRINT + DIGITAL BUNDLE

ThinkUp! Science
LEVEL

English
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

ThinkUp! Educator Resources

ThinkUp! ELAR
ENGLISH

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

100

Class
Pack*

$

Quote Due

LEVEL

$

Team ThinkUp!

ELAR | Grades K−12
Math | Grades K−12
Science | Grades 3−12
Social Studies | Grades 3−12
Trans-adapted Spanish | Grades K–12*
Call for quote.

____
Pricing subject to change without notice. Visit mentoringminds.com for current pricing and offers.
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Prepare students for a lifetime of success,
and tomorrow they’ll change the world.

See ThinkUp! in action!
Visit thinkup.fun/tx-classroom or scan
the QR code to watch the full video.
You can also visit ThinkUp! Studios, our content hub
that shares the hows and whys of critical thinking.
We’ve loaded it with fun and inspiring videos to
support your implementation of ThinkUp!
Standards Mastery System and the
9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™
mentoringminds.com/studios

mentoringminds.com

